Molecular evidence for an intrinsic circadian pacemaker in the cardiac ganglion of the American lobster, Homarus americanus - Is diel cycling of heartbeat frequency controlled by a peripheral clock system?
Whether cardiac output in decapod crustaceans is under circadian control has long been debated, with mixed evidence for and against the hypothesis. Moreover, the locus of the clock system controlling cardiac activity, if it is under circadian control, is unknown. However, a report that the crayfish heart in organ culture maintains a circadian oscillation in heartbeat frequency suggests the presence of a peripheral pacemaker within the cardiac neuromuscular system itself. Because the decapod heart is neurogenic, with contractions controlled by the five motor and four premotor neurons that make up the cardiac ganglion (CG), a likely locus for a circadian clock is the CG itself. Here, a CG-specific transcriptome was generated for the lobster, Homarus americanus, and was used to assess the presence/absence of transcripts encoding putative clock-related proteins in the ganglion. Using known Homarus brain/eyestalk ganglia clock-related proteins as queries, BLAST searches of the CG transcriptome were conducted for the five proteins that form the core clock, i.e., clock, cryptochrome 2, cycle, period and timeless, as well as for a variety of clock-associated, clock input pathway and clock output pathway proteins. With the exception of pigment dispersing hormone receptor [PDHR], a putative clock output pathway protein, one or more transcripts encoding each of the proteins searched for were identified from the CG assembly; no PDHR-encoding transcripts were found. RT-PCR confirmed the expression of all core clock transcripts in multiple independent CG cDNAs; RNA-Seq data suggest that both the motor and premotor neurons could contribute to the cellular locus of a pacemaker. These data provide support for the possible existence of an intrinsic circadian clock in the H. americanus CG, and form a foundation for guiding future anatomical, molecular and physiological investigations of circadian signaling in the lobster cardiac neuromuscular system.